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Introduction and God’s Election of Israel
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යᖢႲٚૃๆඛͼґДᐴϮă

2

යᄱĂԦഄຐүࣆĄүࣆݑᄱĂүг
Ң֯ˮຐԦࣆĄයᄱĂͼଫ̘ߎอ
Ц࣮࣮ᆂĄԦݑຐอЦĂ
ೊͼଫĂָ̊ᑎਢୱĂԮвຼϸ
ඛᘇ్ے్ă

1:1 What follows is divine revelation. The word
of the LORD came to Israel through Malachi:
1:2 “I have shown love to you,” says the LORD,
but you say, “How have you shown love to us?”
“Esau was Jacob’s brother,” the LORD explains,
“yet I chose Jacob, 1:3 and rejected Esau. I turned
Esau’s mountains into a deserted wasteland and
gave his territory to the wild jackals.”
1:4 Edom says, “Though we are devastated, we
will once again build the ruined places.” So the sovereign LORD responds, “They indeed may build, but
I will overthrow. They will be known as the land of
evil, the people with whom the LORD is permanently
displeased. 1:5 Your eyes will see it, and then you
will say, ‘May the LORD be magnified even beyond
the border of Israel!’”
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ͼ˟ڋᄱĂԦࣆநгᔴఛ໐ᗻĂޘࢥࢊݑ
ਢᆾ̜ఌĄ༰̜යсѨᄱĂІࣆ
ޘృĂԦτٴ໐Ą˟τࣆвĂࠍཊ
ೊ̜ဨĂࣆϓĂࠍයϕᅇೖޣ
̜ϓă
үࣆτᏏி࠺Ă˴τᄱĂᙷයгͼ
ґДဨ̜ࠦβĂఛಳࠍ́ă

ைۤ!̻ܷ

The Sacrilege of Priestly Service

6

1:6 “A son naturally honors his father and a slave
respects his master. If I am your father, where is my
honor? If I am your master, where is my respect?
The sovereign LORD asks you this, you priests who
make light of my name! But you reply, ‘How have
we made light of your name?’ 1:7 You are offering
improper sacrifices on my altar, yet you ask, ‘How
have we offended you?’ By treating the table of the
LORD as if it is of no importance! 1:8 For when you
offer blind animals as a sacrifice, is that not wrong?
And when you offer the lame and sick, is that not
wrong as well? Indeed, try offering them to your
governor! Will he be pleased with you or show you
favor?” asks the sovereign LORD. 1:9 But now plead
for God’s favor that he might be gracious to us.
“With this kind of thing in your hands, how can he
be pleased with you?” asks the sovereign LORD.
1:10 “I wish that one of you would close the
temple doors, so that you no longer would light useless fires on my altar. I am not pleased with you,”
says the sovereign LORD, “and I will no longer accept an offering from you. 1:11 For from the east to
the west my name will be great among the nations.
Incense and pure offerings will be offered in my
name everywhere, for my name will be great among
the nations,” says the sovereign LORD. 1:12 “But you
are profaning it by saying that the table of the Lord
is common and its offerings despicable. 1:13 You

ᖡේԦШைΥܟĂ༰̜ය၅үࣆ
ᄱẴಳຯͬᏏĂဈ˟ຯࠥ˟ĄԦ߉
ࠍ ͬ Ꮟ Ăಳ ຯ Ԧ  г ֣ ྅  Ą Ԧ ߉ ࠍ 
˟ĂຯࠥԦг֣྅ăүࣆݑᄱĂԦࣆ
гҢ֯ˮᖡේүШă
7
үࣆѲᖄێࢳᚤгԦጩˮĂͶᄱĂ
ԦࣆгҢ֯ˮѲᖄүĄЮүࣆᄱĂ
ය̃ॷĂߎΝᖡේă
8
үࣆሹிᚤࠍைێĂహ̘ࠍೊᆂĄ
ᎇჾѢ়ᚤˮĂహ̘ࠍೊᆂĄүᚤඛ
үܛ࠶Ă੍ಇॅүĂ੍ਔ࠺үଏࢫ
ᆂĄహߎ༰̜යᄱă
9
ந г Ԧ ᚌ ү ࣆ ᑖ Տ ! য় Ă п ߈ ऽ ᄂ Ԧ
ࣆăహмᚤ֯Ă߉ϣүࣆག͗Ă੍ਔ
࠺үࣆଏࢫᆂăహߎ༰̜යᄱ
ă
10 ࠣᙷүࣆ̙ภѢ˗˟᙮ˮ໑ܜĂҹ૿үࣆ
ऴгԦጩˮ፴ͪă༰̜යᄱĂԦ
̘ಇॅүࣆĂ˴̘ଁүࣆ̙͗ћ৻ֺێă
11 ༰  ̜   ය ᄱ Ă ଁ ͞ Ό ̜ в  ͞ וཡ ̜
ఌĂԦШгβ֢̙τಳࠍ́ĄгЦఌĂ
˟τ؆ԦШ፴ࢵĂᚤሑஏێֺĄЮࠍ
ԦШгβ֢̙τಳࠍ́ă
12 үࣆݑᓴᕭԦШĂᄱĂයߎ̃ॷ
ѲᖄĂˮߎێࢳΝᖡේă
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ү ࣆ ˪ ᄱ Ăహ ְ ֯ Ң ඇ  Ⴑ Ą ֬  ̜ ͼ
ᆃĄహߎ༰̜යᄱăүࣆԮຫဲ
ĂᎇჾĂѢ়ĂॊּᚤˮࠍைĄԦ
੍ਔଁүࣆ̙͗ћ৻Ąహߎයᄱ
ă
14 ҕྗгཎ̙Ѣ̲ѾĂదᙷݑϠѢഢ
ᚤඛĂహ˟ߎΝׯĄЮࠍԦߎ
́ӕͲĂԦШгβ֢̙ߎΝࠥĄహߎ
༰̜යᄱă
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also say, ‘How tiresome it is.’ You turn up your
nose at it,” says the sovereign LORD, “and instead
bring what is stolen, lame, or sick. You bring these
things for an offering! Should I accept this from
you?” asks the LORD. 1:14 “There will be harsh condemnation for the hypocrite who has a valuable
male animal in his flock but vows and sacrifices
something inferior to the Lord. For I am a great
king,” says the sovereign LORD, “and my name is
awesome among the nations.”

˞ౡ!
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The Sacrilege of the Priestly Message

1

ாைΥܟĂహᄮߎๆඛүࣆă

2

༰̜යᄱĂүࣆࡵ̘ଁĂ˴̘ٷ
г͔ˮĂၶᚸᕨᄂԦШĂԦವָׯ
ᓛוүࣆĂָүࣆ̵ណࠍׯĄЮү
ࣆ ̘ Ԯ ᄮ  ٷ г ͔ ˮ ĂԦ ̎ ག  ׯ ү ࣆ
˝ă
Ԧ τ ϊ మ ү ࣆ   ̃ Ă˪ Ԯ ү ࣆ ᜀ ࠖ 
ᒴĂٟгүࣆᓙˮĄүࣆࢊᄂᒴ˗Сੴ
ପă
үࣆವۡྼԦๆహᄮඛүࣆĂָԦᄂҿ
ώĥٔҮҿώ˟Ħ٘ϱࡖĂΝͼ૰фĄ
హߎ༰̜යᄱă
ԦഄᄂϱϟοшࡖĄԦహᇸ
ඛĂָфຯ͔ࠥĂವຯࠥԦĂ
ᛴَԦШă
ো၀ڰޟг˽̙Ăᆛ྅՞Ѣ̘ཌ
ྕĄͼοшϑ۠ᄂԦСҕĂָй˟Я
ᐜᗒพཊᚕă
ைΥᆛ྅༉фۡᙉĂ˟˴༉ϣ˽̙
ՏڰޟĂЮࠍߎ༰̜යۯָă
үࣆݑએᗒϑྼĂָదй˟гڰޟˮ
ࣅĄүࣆᆾୡԦᄂҿώ٘ϱࡖĄహߎ༰
̜යᄱă
٘ͼԦָүࣆఛா˟ᖡේĂ࠺ࠍˬኬĂЮ
үࣆ̘цԦྼĂౢгڰޟˮᕿޠଏࢫă

2:1 “Now, you priests, this commandment is for
you. 2:2 If you do not listen and take seriously the
need to honor my name,” says the sovereign LORD,
“I will send judgment on you and turn your blessings into curses—indeed, I have already done so because you are not taking it to heart. 2:3 I am about to
discipline your children and will spread offal on
your faces, the very offal produced at your festivals,
and you will be carried away along with it. 2:4 Then
you will know that I sent this commandment to you
so that my covenant may continue to be with Levi,”
says the sovereign LORD. 2:5 “My covenant with
him was designed to bring life and peace. I gave its
statutes to him to fill him with awe, and he indeed
revered me and stood in awe before me. 2:6 He
taught what was true; sinful words were not found
on his lips. He walked with me in peace and integrity, and he turned many people away from sin. 2:7
For the lips of a priest should preserve knowledge of
sacred things, and people should seek instruction
from him because he is the messenger of the sovereign LORD. 2:8 You, however, have turned from the
way. You have caused many to violate the law; you
have corrupted the covenant with Levi,” says the
sovereign LORD. 2:9 “Therefore, I have caused you
to be ignored and belittled before all people to the
extent to which you are not following after me and
are showing partiality in your instruction.”
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˟ݓਖ਼!

The Rebellion of the People
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2:10 Do we not all have one father? Did not one
God create us? Why do we betray one another, in
this way making light of the covenant of our ancestors? 2:11 Judah has become disloyal, and unspeakable sins have been committed in Israel and Jerusalem. For Judah has profaned the holy things that the
LORD loves and has turned to a foreign god! 2:12
May the LORD cut off from the community of Jacob
every last person who does this, as well as the person who presents improper offerings to the sovereign LORD!

Ԧࣆ੍̘ోߎ˗қͬᆂĄ੍̘ߎ˗қ! য়
٘ృᆂĄԦࣆЦ˟ާᆂͼྗޝԘ·Ă
ࡥୡ˝! য়ᄂԦࣆД٘ϱࡖă
11 ൗ́˟ҕ֯ྗĂ֬ͶгͼґДྭᇨ
Ҽ̙Ăҕ˗ЅΝᇕ֯ĄЮࠍൗ́˟ᓴᕭ
ය٘ಇຐཏሑĂĥٔҮཏвĦ֯
؆β֢য়ࠍ̃̂،ă
12 ˱ҕహ֯ĂኡҢ˟ĂĥҢ˟ࣦ͚ҮΧ
ᏸඌᑔĦĂವߎᚤֺێඛ༰̜
යĂය˴τଁอЦജ̙ખੴă
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үࣆ˪ҕ˝˗Ѕహᇸ֯Ăָ݇،ለाࣴ
ڤிஉĂዋᄎයጩĂͼය
̘В࠺ᜩֺ֣ێĂ˴̘ሃຌଁүࣆ̙͗ћ
৻ă
14 үࣆᔗᄱĂహߎࠍࠣᆂĄЮයгү
үπя٘،̙ภҮᙊĄᔴߎү
੧ઉĂ˪ߎү༕ࡖ،Ăүྗͼݑޝ
ă
15 ᔴ! য়Ѣិድ˦ਔృй˟Ă̘ߎಎ
ృ˗˟ᆂĄࠍҢΩృ˗˟Ą˛ߎᙷ˟
૿ਲ਼ྔྀޡă٘ͼ༉ᖯцүࣆ͔Ăአ
˴̘Νͼྗޝπя٘،ă
16 යͼґД !য়ᄱĂЂ،֯Ăͼ
ૺᇶޝ،˟ĂోߎԦ٘ޫೊĄ٘ͼ༉
ᖯцүࣆ͔Ă̘ΝҕྗĄహߎ༰̜
යᄱă

2:13 You also do this: You cover the altar of the
LORD with tears as you weep and groan, because he
no longer pays any attention to the offering nor accepts it favorably from you. 2:14 Yet you ask,
“Why?” The LORD is testifying against you on behalf of the wife you married when you were young,
to whom you have become unfaithful even though
she is your companion and wife by law. 2:15 No one
who has even a small portion of the Spirit in him
does this. What did our ancestor do when seeking a
child from God? Be attentive, then, to your own
spirit, for one should not be disloyal to the wife he
took in his youth. 2:16 “I hate divorce,” says the
LORD God of Israel, “and the one who is guilty of
violence,” says the sovereign LORD. “Pay attention
to your conscience, and do not be unfaithful.”

ͼҊഠԨ٠! য়!

Resistance to the Lord through Self-deceit
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2:17 You have wearied the LORD with your
words. But you say, “How have we wearied him?”
Because you say, “Everyone who does evil is good
in the Lord’s opinion, and he delights in them,” or
“Where is the God of justice?”

үࣆϠ֎ᄫႱයĄүࣆᔗᄱĂԦࣆ
гҢ֯ˮႱĄЮࠍүࣆᄱĂ˱ҕೊ
Ăයி࠺ࠍඟĂ֬ͶಇॅࣆĄ
ٔᄱĂ̲ཌ !য়г֣྅ă

˫ౡ!
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༰̜යᄱĂԦࢊभᅊԦۯָĂг
Ԧ݇ࢫᏡ౮ྼྭĄүࣆ٘ՏĂτم
ชˡ໑ĄϱࡖۯָĂವߎүࣆ٘
ЇᇌĂԢࢊּוă
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ּ̃͞Ăአਔ༉૿Ąផநॠ
࣎Ăአਔϱ૿ҜĄЮࠍс˟̜ܚ
ͪĂс႒ҵ̜˟េă
τӰˬсஏᅘ̃Ăτሑஏҿώ˟Ă
ሢࣆဉܚᅘ˗ᇸĂࣆವጳ̲ཌᚤֺ
ێඛයă
֣ॠĂൗ́ྭᇨҼ٘ᚤێֺĂτᄊ
යॅ৻ĂԛفΞॠ̜͞ĂˮΞ̜яă
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4
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༰̜යᄱĂԦτᓛܔүࣆĂ߈ҕᆵ
ҾĄԦτాాҮᙊĂᛊԥҕ֡ఘĂϙ
ށஊĂઃᄯĂᓩ˟̜̌ᆉĂഠ
ᑄှ્ĂڕإئĂ̘ຯࠥԦ
ă

3:1 “I am about to send my messenger, who will
clear the way before me. Indeed, the Lord you are
seeking will suddenly come to his temple, and the
messenger of the covenant, whom you long for, is
certainly coming,” says the sovereign LORD.
3:2 Who can endure the day of his coming? Who
can keep standing when he appears? For he will be
like a refiner’s fire, like a launderer’s soap. 3:3 He
will act like a refiner and purifier of silver and will
cleanse the Levites and refine them like gold and
silver. Then they will offer the LORD a proper offering. 3:4 The gift of Judah and Jerusalem will be
pleasing to the LORD as in former times and years
past.
3:5 “I will come to you in judgment. I will be
quick to testify against those who practice divination, those who commit adultery, those who break
promises, and those who exploit workers, widows,
and orphans, who refuse to help the immigrant and
in this way show they do not fear me,” says the sovereign LORD.

ͼҊջԨ٠! য়!

Resistance to the Lord through Selfishness
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3:6 “Since, I, the LORD, do not go back on my
promises, you, sons of Jacob, have not perished. 3:7
From the days of your ancestors you have ignored
my commandments and have not kept them! Return
to me, and I will return to you,” says the sovereign
LORD. “But you say, ‘How should we return?’ 3:8

7

ЮԦයߎ̘ԻណĂ٘ͼүࣆอЦ̜
̃՞Ѣໜ˷ă
༰̜යᄱĂଁүࣆДͼ̃͞
ּĂүࣆ૰૰એᗒԦౡĂ҂̘Ᏹцă
நгүࣆࢊᖻЧԦĂԦವᖻЧүࣆĄүࣆ
ݑમᄱĂԦࣆсҢញߎᖻЧă
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˟੍Νဲ !ףয়̜ێĄүࣆౢဲףԦ
ֺێĂүࣆݑᄱĂԦࣆгҢ֯ˮဲףү
ֺێĄವߎүࣆг༉৻˗̵̜˨Ă
༉ᚤێֺˮă
9
Юүࣆ˟ĂోဲףԦێֺĂׯ
ವᓛוүࣆ֖ˮă
10 ༰̜යᄱĂүࣆࢊ༉৻̵̜˨
˗ĂАˡࣖरĂָԦचѢᖎĂͼѨྎ
ྎԦĂߎӍࠍүࣆพ͆ˮඃ͖Ă่
ᄂүࣆĂࠣҋఌΝञă
11 ༰  ̜   ය ᄱ Ă Ԧ τ ࠍ ү ࣆ ϊ మ ኊ ᖩ
ĥኊᖩࣦ͚ҮӋጤۯĦ̘ञ໐ᗻүࣆ
˾மĄүࣆϢภཫፗгώሡ̜ЏĂ˴
̘ପ̃ڌă
12 ༰  ̜   ය ᄱ Ă ༰  τ  ү ࣆ ࠍ Ѣ 
ĂЮүࣆвτїࠍಇሃ̜вă
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Can a person rob God? You indeed are robbing me,
but you say, ‘How are we robbing you?’ In tithes
and contributions! 3:9 You are bound for judgment
because you are robbing me—this whole nation is
guilty.
3:10 “Bring the entire tithe into the storehouse so
that there may be food in my temple. Test me in this
matter,” says the sovereign LORD, “to see if I will
not open for you the windows of heaven and pour
out for you a blessing until there is no room for it
all. 3:11 Then I will stop the plague from ruining
your crops, and the vine will not lose its fruit before
harvest,” says the sovereign LORD. 3:12 “All nations
will call you happy, for you indeed will live in a delightful land,” says the sovereign LORD.

ͼҊ֕Ԩ٠! য়!

Resistance to the Lord through Self-sufficiency
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3:13 “You have criticized me sharply,” says the
LORD, “but you ask, ‘How have we criticized you?’
3:14 You have said, ‘It is useless to serve God. How
have we been helped by keeping his requirements
and going about like mourners before him? 3:15 So
now we consider the arrogant to be happy; indeed,
those who practice evil are successful. In fact, those
who challenge God escape.’”
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යᄱĂүࣆϠྕౣᇟԦĄүࣆᔗᄱĂ
ԦࣆϠࠣᆂྕౣᇟ˝үă
үࣆᄱĂ֯؆! য়ߎऴĄᏱц! য়٘
ӖײĂг༰̜යࢫ݇ࡳࡳᕋԥĂ
Ѣࠣᆂেఌă
с̪Ԧࣆղๅࠍ˟ѢĄ֬Ͷҕೊ
˟૿ޘϱĄࣆᔴྎଢ! য়Ă૿ݑ௱ᗒ
լᙰă
֣ॠĂຯࠥයقѨኗኡĄයઍ
҄҂ĂͶѢࡓنΉгࢫ݇Ăੂᐁ֣ຯ
ࠥයنޤШ˟ă
༰̜යᄱĂгԦ٘̃͞؟Ăࣆ
τᛲԦĂᕨԦĄԦτᇓࣆĂсС
˟ᇓ֯چҊ̍̃ă
֣ ॠ ү ࣆ τ ᕨ Я Ă  ඟ ˟  ೊ ˟ Ă ֯ ؆!
য়̘֯؆! য়Ă̵ҽΌּă

3:16 Then those who respect the LORD spoke to
one another, and the LORD took notice. A scroll was
prepared before him in which were recorded the
names of those who respect the LORD and honor his
name. 3:17 “They will belong to me,” says the sovereign LORD, “in the day when I prepare my own
property. I will spare them as a man spares his son
who serves him. 3:18 Then once more you will see
that I make a distinction between the righteous and
the wicked, between the one who serves God and
the one who does not.

ΰౡ!
1

2

3

༰̜යᄱĂ֣͞ᓛܔĂ๔с፴ල
ͪᚣĄ˱ղๅҕೊĂτс༣⇤Ąг
֣͞τఛ፴ႼĂॱύڐ୦˗фă
ҬЧүࣆຯࠥԦШ˟ĂτѢ̲ཌ͞ᐜ
ΌநĂЌቡѢᗀ̜ڻਔăĥЌቡࣦ͚Ү
ਁჺĦүࣆτΌּྮс྅۱ᘗă
үࣆτኸኻೊ˟ĄгԦ٘̃͞؟Ăࣆ
τсѶဦгүࣆམ̜ˬĄహߎ༰̜
යᄱă

4:1 (3:19) “For indeed the day is coming, burning
like a furnace, and all the arrogant evildoers will be
chaff. The coming day will burn them up,” says the
sovereign LORD. “It will not leave even a root or
branch. 4:2 But for you who respect my name, the
sun of vindication will rise with healing wings, and
you will skip about like calves released from the
stall. 4:3 You will trample on the wicked, for they
will be like ashes under the soles of your feet on the
day which I am preparing,” says the sovereign
LORD.
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Restoration through the Lord

4

4:4 “Remember the law of my servant Moses, to
whom at Horeb I gave rules and regulations for all
Israel to obey. 4:5 Look, I will send you Elijah the
prophet before the great and terrible day of the
LORD comes. 4:6 He will encourage fathers and their
children to return to me, so that I will not come and
strike the earth with judgment.”

5
6

үࣆ༉ੂنԦဈ˟ᇜҗڰޟĂವߎԦг
Ңদ̊ࠍͼґДா˟٘Ӗֻޟײ
ౡă
࠺ࣸĂය́҂Ν̜ࠥ͞ώ݇ͼוĂԦ
τभᅊЏۡͼҿֱוүࣆ֣྅Μă
τָͬᏏ͔ᖻЧ̂Ă͔̂ᖻЧ
ͬᏏĂҹ૿Ԧּׯ࿅вă

